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Words for showcased

The definition of an exhibition is a large public exhibition or display of art, products or athletic skills. For a change, in this case, he was telling the truth. It is not true that every unknown sentence is an idiom. In the event of a fire, break the glass. [sign on fire extinguisher holder in public space] A glass panelling cabinet or
glass window for art objects, curiosities, etc. Find another word for the window. In this page, you can discover 8 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions, and related words for the showcase, such as: exhibition, showcase, showcase, showcase, cabinet, display counter and museum case. Page 2 Page 2 showcase,
exhibition showcase (name) a frame in which something can be displayed to the best effect it was a showcase for democracy in AfricaSynonyms:window, shop window, case, shop window, shop window, shop window, shop window, window, shop window, shop window, shop window, shop window, window, window
(name) a glass container used to store and display objects in a shop or museum or home :typac, pillowcase, type, face, suit, font, slip, subject, composer's case, case, case, sheath, pillowpae, case, example, instance, event, showcase, guinea pig, window, smash, showcase, type case, cause, character, trial, causa,
grammatical case, eccentric, shell Roget 21st Century Thesaurus, Third Edition Copyright © 2013 by the Philip Lief Group.This is how I got rid of all that expired candy you had in the boxes behind the window. Then he helped himself to a cigar from the window, and told his friend to chalk up. Looks like I remember you
saying a few things about this showcase, he remarked. He threw four dollars of money at the window and took the tickets. Even the sight of candy in the window had not lifted his mind. Often, now, when he came, he would chat for a while through the window. The jewellery room of the Tower of London was invaded and
a window smashed. They didn't see her wink at her big mother behind the window. Tom looked at the window, and looked down on the floor. Gimme five tickets, said the cop, throwing a five dollar bill on the window. Roget's 21st Century Thesaurus, Third Edition Copyright © 2013 by Philip Lief Group.© 2020
Dictionary.com, LLC Roget's 21st Century Thesaurus, Third Edition Copyright © 2013 by the Philip Lief Group.The Encyclopedia presented new thinking directions in all branches of intellectual activity.© 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC What is another word for showcase? 233 synonyms found Pronunciation: [ʃˈə͡ʊke͡ɪs], [ʊke],
[ṣ_ˈəʊ_k_e_s] - cabinet museum window (name), display counter, Case (name) -window (name) -window (name) - essay (name) essay, investigation, control, experience, effort, dry run, shakedown, attempt, trial, probation, effort, experimentation, hearing, R AND D, training, effort, trial, proof, company, try try trial and
error, analysis, whack, trial, review, fight, company, experience, test. Display (verb) evidence, enact, extend, parade, demonstrate, unmask, open, reveal, unfold, discover, glaze, trot, perform, flourish, organize, promote, unveil, disclose, expose, transmit, evis, unwind, coat of arms, flash, unwind, represent, show, expand,
feature, nude, brandish, model, announce, present, vamp, betray, publish, To expose (verb) proclaim, air, mark, indicate, express, disport, show and say, offer. show (verb) - manifest (verb) pronounce, suggest, customize, materialize, personify, embody, prove, strut, externalize, confirm, embody, personify, outsource,
evacuate, establish, mean, voice, objective, justify. Show (verb) supply, mount, assist, arrive, offer, coat of arms, put on, produce, spread, sell, afford, submit, scene, wave. Occurrence, phenomenon. Incarnate, personalized, incarnate, in-development, incarnation, strutted. Other relevant words: watch crystal, glass case,
presentation, pillow sheet, trophy case, glass, trial, exhibition, face, stemware, type, accomplish, glassware, fill, instance, transparent substance, retrospective, defect, trade show, demonstration, exhibition, develop, ball, error, crust, glass, cause, matter, DO, pillowcase, counter notions, lapse, guinea pig, slide, window,
nature, eccentric, model, explain, Vitrics, Showcase, event, gram, erve, example, pushcart, winduppane , sheath, Diaphane, case, causa, give, explain, shell, watch glass, slide, light, costume, peel, window, shopwindow, announce, highlight, font, make, character, communicate, run, Shopboard, showcase, fount, amplify,
introduce, subject, build, miss. Word, 3rd person unique showcases present. Appropriate name, singular prices, CES, exhibition, exhibitions, highlighting. Name, singular or mass window, showcase, exhibition, show, rejuvenate, enhancement, showcase, window covering, display, awareness, concert. Word, tense past
underlined, stressed, affirmed, reasoned, suggested, alleged, supported, stressed, invoked, Argued, credited, claimed, maintained, highlighted, highlighted. Word, 3rd single person present exhibits, illustrates, testifies, emphasizes, poses, justifies, portrays, represents, presents, proves, portrays, reveals, indicates,
exhibits, submits. Word, basic form according to, lay, illustrate, make known, affirm, prove, reveal, make known, emphasize, emphasize, disclose, announce, transmit, emphasize, develop, portray, justify, express, represent, exploit, reflect. Name singular demonstration, demonstrations. Noun, singular or mass
demonstration. Susa, sauce, sacque, saw, sea, SSA, Sousse, squeeze, ski, soaking, shoji, saucy, shua, ss, succos, Susah, shy, skyway, skyway, shah, Skaw, succus, sough, 1760s, 1840s, sousa, sockeye, success, Swiss, souse, so, so, soak, 1770s, saki, sack, saiga, 1860s, scoke, sago, sheik, segue, SSS, 1850s,
shoo away, 1920s, sue, swiz, Swiss, Swiss sea ash, shogi, shew, sis, Skag, sax, shaw, seize, 1820s, shuck, siss, sissy, sw, squaw, soho, squawk, so-so, 1940s, SG, shuha, 1990s, si, 1790s, seesaw, saga , sew, she-oak, Sacajawea, Sikh, sick, sky-up, shoe, squish, shikoku, schweiz, sika, skyhook, schizaeaceae,
sacagawea, Swiss Cheese, sheikh, shwa, shack, skagway, sissyish, 1880s, shaggy, 1970s, scale, 1960s, sucker, skew, sissu, say-so, sussex, sequoyah, sagacious, sigeh, ssw, shook, scag, sos, souk, shia, squeegee, swash, se, sugi, sashay, sexy, 1830s, squeaky, sus, say, sc, shay, succuss, Seiji Ozawa, sissoo, see,
skeg, sheika, sow , shikse, schieaza, seasick, seat, seat, saek, size, its, 1980s, squashy, seis, sequoya, squishy, seaway, swig, swage, sukiyaki, shucks, shush, sag, sic, soggy, squawky, look, bag, 1870s, squasy, swishy, sioux, soy, sacco, swish, shag, sausage, scow, such, 1890s, sigh, sheikha, sake, sushi, sewage,
sex, sleet, shiah, sauk, soy, belt, swosh, shiksa, sess, schwa, shako, shax, saisha, shisha, squeak , syzygy, 1950s, Swaggie, 1530s, sequoia, 1750s, showy, souy, soh, 1930s, six, seaquake, sea cow, sage, socage, swoosh, swazi, skyjack, segway, show, soy, shoes, scsi, ski wax, scouse, squash, shoo, schuss, 1780s,
soy sauce, suez, skua, sass, cuttlefish, 1900s, S, SAS, sheesha, sick joke, sassy, sick, dry, sky, shake, s. A case for displaying goods or valuables The display case was built from shard-proof glass to deter potential thieves. A setting, an opportunity or a medium to exhibit something or someone, especially in an attractive
or favorable aspect Ingpen is world-renowned for its imaginative illustrations, and this book is the perfect showcase for its talents. (attributable name) The largest of a related group The bright and chic complex in the heart of the city serves as a showcase for the company. A collection of objects arranged for public viewing
A test of performance, qualities, or someone's ability or something to display or show (something) for others to see (a feeling or quality) To present themselves in a particular way by an action or series of Actions Costar or feature
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